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Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering (CSChE)  

130 Slater Street, Suite 500  

Ottawa, Ontario  

K1P 6E2  

awards@cheminst.ca  

 

 

April 29th, 2016  

 

Re: CSChE Student Chapter Merit Award 

 

Dear Awards Manager,  

Please accept this document as our application for the CSChE Student Chapter Merit Award. The 

following is an executive summary of the details of the Chemical Engineering student chapter at 

Laurentian University for the 2015-2016 school year.  

Along with a brief introduction of our chapter’s mandate and current goals, this document 

summarizes and explains the numerous events that LUChEC (Laurentian University Chemical 

Engineering Chapter) held for the chemical engineering students at Laurentian University this past 

year. Our events are categorized as either social, active living or educational events, as each event is 

intended for specific outcomes for the attending students.  

We are once again very proud of our chapter’s accomplishments this year as we continue to evolve. 

As a relatively new organization, we continuously strive to improve our methods in order to 

enhance our student’s experiences as they study chemical engineering at Laurentian University. We 

hope that this document conveys to you our vision for success. 

 Thank you very much, 

 

 

Michael Khouri 

LUChEC President 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Although it is a relatively new program, Chemical Engineering is one of the most popular 

engineering disciplines at Laurentian University. As of 2006, Laurentian University has offered a 

general option, as well as specializations in both Extractive Metallurgy and Environmental 

Sustainability. Our student body counts over 150 chemical engineering students (throughout all 

years) with a continuously growing rate of enrolment. 

The Laurentian University Chemical Engineering Chapter (LUChEC) is a non-profit, student-run 

organization that aims to provide social and educational activities, support and opportunities to 

chemical engineering students to enhance their university experience while completing their 

degrees. Since its inception in 2012, LUChEC has grown from a small 10-member club to its current 

form as a Chemical Institute of Canada registered chapter with an ever expanding membership of 

85+ students.  

LUChEC operates within a $500 annual budget, with funds raised through various events, sponsors 

and donations, and through the Laurentian University Student General Association’s (SGA) club 

assistance program. Building on the momentum of previous years, LUChEC proudly organized over 

20+ events for its members this past year. The 2015-2016 council focused its efforts on: 

 Job connections and industry insights through tours and guest speakers. 

 Student outreach (to integrate more 1st year students). 

 Activities, networking, academic support and camaraderie for its members. 

With the current economic climate, one of the council’s main goals was to connect students with 

potential employers and explore different industries. To this end, four industry tours were 

organized, guest speakers were lined-up and a LinkedIn/networking workshop was held in order to 

give students the insight and tools necessary to tackle the job market upon graduation. 

Our student outreach efforts were also successful, resulting in a 15% increase in membership over 

the 2015 year. Through our many social events and academic support (study/tutorial) sessions, we 

saw a significant increase in overall student participation, including a 20% increase in first year 

student participation over previous years. 

Once again, we are very proud of our accomplishments this year. We are confident that next year’s 

council will be able to provide as many great events and more. Currently, the executives from this 

year are helping with the transition process for the new council members. With approximately 150 

enrolled chemical engineering students at Laurentian University, the main focus for next year will 

be to encourage more first year students to join, as well as to increase the participation levels at 

events.  

This report was prepared to give an overview of our progress throughout the 2015-2016 academic 

year. It does include some selected photographs, although we highly encourage you to visit our 

website (www.luchec.ca) and click the “events” tab to view more pictures. 
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2. EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEMBERS 2015-2016 

2.1.  ELECTED EXECUTIVES 

Elected executives are voted in by their peers each year during the LUChEC elections (held at the 

end of March each year). Candidates are given a week to campaign, and are given two minutes on 

election day to deliver a speech defending their chosen positions.  The elected executives of the 

2015-2016 academic year are listed in the table below: 

Position Name 
President Michael Khouri 
Vice-President Crystal Sabel 
Secretary Frederique Belanger 
Treasurer Sarah Caron 

 

2.2.  APPOINTED EXECUTIVES 

Appointed members are chosen by the elected officials and/or by recommendations based on 

qualifications. The appointed executives of the 2015-2016 academic year are listed below. 

Position Name 
Chief Technology Officer Marissa Greco 

Promotions/Recruitment Specialists Shannon McLean, Mike Kiomall, Jasmina Omri 
4th Year Representative Ilyas Abduljawad 
3rd Year Representative Clinton Okere, Maria Valcarcel, Kelsey Carbonneau 
2nd Year Representative Navjot Bajwa, Chris Campbell, Shaelynn Boulianne 
1st Year Representative Sirena Jonik, Lina Yusuf, Faisal All-Said, Oliver Rodrigue 

3. SOCIAL MEDIA AND ONLINE PRESENCE 

Last year saw the official launch of the LUChEC website (www.luchec.ca). The website is a very 

important marketing tool for the chapter, where we proudly advertise our events and successes to 

attract potential sponsors. It is also an important communication platform for our students who do 

not use social media. Each executive member is assigned a personalized email address to enhance 

communication and to separate LUChEC related messages and documents from their personal 

@laurentian email addresses. Additionally, our Facebook group gained 35% more “likes” over the 

course of the year, and each post received views by an average of two hundred people. LUChEC also 

maintains a LinkedIn page, geared towards chemical engineering alumni from Laurentian to help 

promote communication amongst alumni and students looking for co-ops and work terms among 

other topics of discussion. A Twitter account is also maintained, and is used to advertise upcoming 

events and increase our online presence. 
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4. SOCIAL EVENTS 

4.1.  WELCOME BACK MEETING/FIRST YEAR MEETING – SEPTEMBER 16TH, 2015 

LUChEC’s first official event was held during the first full week of school. Our intention was to 

welcome all new and returning students, as well as introduce the new council. Our director, Dr. 

Ramesh Subramanian presented as a guest speaker. The meeting gave students the opportunity to 

suggest ideas for events they would be interested in or club matters that they wanted to be 

addressed in the upcoming year. Additionally, appointed executives were chosen and introduced. 

Free pizza and beverages were provided to all students in attendance.  35 student were in 

attendance. 

4.2.  CLUBS DAY – SEPTEMBER 16TH, 2015 

LUChEC participated in the Laurentian University ‘Clubs Day’ Fair and had a booth where we had a 

membership sign-up sheet, advertised our upcoming event and gave out LUChEC stickers and 

treats! Laurentian University Clubs Day typically has over 50 registered booths, and sees several 

hundred students throughout the day-long event. 

 

Clubs day booth with LUChEC president, Michael Khouri 

4.3.  PAINTBALL EVENT WITH MINING SOCIETY – SEPTEMBER 20TH, 2015 

Our first external social event of the year was a paintball event in collaboration with the Laurentian 

University Mining society. This fun event brought out over 30 people and was a great inter-club ice-

breaker, allowing students to meet some new people and get outside to have fun. Everyone who 

came out had a blast. 
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Paintball Event – Team Chem. Eng. 

4.4.  PLUCKER’S WING NIGHT – SEPTEMBER 25TH, 2015 

LUChEC and the Laurentian University CIM MetSoc Student Chapter co-hosted an event for all 

chemical engineering students and faculty to attend. The event was held at Plucker’s Beer Market, 

and the club bought chicken wings for all those who attended. This has become an annual social 

event and provides a great opportunity for students to meet their professors and get to know their 

classmates better. 40 students were in attendance. 

4.5.  EUCHRE TOURNAMENT – NOVEMBER 6TH, 2015 

The LUChEC Euchre tournament was held as a week-long drop-in event. Students were allowed to 

sign up and form teams at the beginning of the week and casual games were held in the LUChEC 

headquarters. This event saw many new and experienced Euchre players come out to share their 

tips and strategies! 

4.6.  MOVIE NIGHT – NOVEMBER 13TH, 2015 

As a welcomed mid-semester reprieve, LUChEC held a late night Friday the 13th “movie night” to de-

stress a little before the final push to exams. Plenty of popcorn was provided for all those who came 

out! 10 students were in attendance. 

4.7.  SANTA CLAUS PARADE FLOAT – NOVEMBER 21ST, 2015 

Braving the cold on a dark November night, LUChEC was out spreading some Christmas cheer with 

the Laurentian University Engineering Student Society at the Sudbury Santa Claus Parade. 

Countless hours were spent creating our engineering float which featured Sudbury’s iconic 

‘Superstack’ as well as several purple engineers and even more smiling faces!  
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Sudbury Santa Claus Parade 2015 – Bharti School of Engineering float 

 

Sudbury Santa Claus Parade 2015 – LUChEC spreading some Christmas cheer! 

4.8.  SECRET SANTA EXCHANGE AND POT LUCK – DECEMBER 17TH, 2015 

Every year, before the Christmas break, the senior chemical engineering students gather during 

exam season to share some holiday cheer with some delicious dishes of various cultural 

backgrounds. This year, over 20 students came out to celebrate with a potluck and gift exchange. 

 

Christmas Party 2015 – Merry Christmas from LUChEC! 
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Christmas Party 2015 – Gift exchange and holiday cheer! 

4.9.  BOWLING NIGHT – JANUARY 22ND, 2016 

The LUChEC bowling night is an annual event and has traditionally been one of the biggest 

fundraisers for the club. Tickets are sold to friends and family for a full night of games and a raffle 

for prizes, in order to raise funds and support LUChEC initiatives. This year, over 40 students came 

out to play and had a great time. 

 

LUChEC bowling night 2016 

4.10. MOVIE NIGHT – FEBRUARY 26TH, 2016 

Our second movie night was held as a welcome-back event after the spring reading week. Students 

were once again happy to have a casual social gathering to de-stress after midterms. As always, 

plenty of popcorn was provided for all those who came out! 15 students were in attendance. 
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4.11. ENGINEERING FORMAL – MARCH 12, 2016 

Each year, the Laurentian University Engineering Students Society puts on a themed formal event 

for students of all Engineering disciplines. This year’s theme was Star Wars, in honour of the newest 

addition to the popular trilogy. LUChEC members assisted in advertising ticket sales and got 

dressed up for the night of the event. 

 

Laurentian Univeristy Engineering Formal - 2016 

4.12. SOCIAL/WING NIGHT AT OVERTIME SPORTS BAR – APRIL 1ST, 2016 

This was LUChEC’s last social outing for the 2015-2016 academic year. All chemical engineering 

students and faculty were invited to join the LUChEC council at Overtime Sports Bar to celebrate 

the end of the semester and to thank all LUChEC members for their support and participation 

throughout the year! This event was a huge success. LUChEC bought over 20 lbs of wings for the 

40+ students and faculty in attendance.  

 

LUChEC yearend wing night social 
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5. ACTIVE LIVING 

5.1.  SANTA SHUFFLE 5K FUN RUN – DECEMBER 5TH, 2015 

The Sudbury Santa Shuffle is a merry event that helps the Salvation Army during the Christmas 

season and throughout the year. LUChEC members raised over $200 in pledges for the Santa Shuffle 

to help support people in the Sudbury community. 

 

LUChEC Santa Shufflers, Jason Manarin, Joey Fyfe, Ilias Abduljawad, Mohammed Khan, Jasmina Omri, 

Ana Faggioni, Elizabeth Stankiewicz  

5.2.  INTRAMURAL SOCCER – WINTER 2016 

LUChEC put together a team consisting of our best chemical engineering soccer players to 

participate in the Laurentian University Intramurals held during the winter semester. The roster 

had 10 students who played games every week on Tuesday/Thursday evenings.  

 

LUChEC intramural soccer, Mike Khouri, Ilyas Jawad, Joey Fyfe, Jasmina Omri,  

Khalid Hazazi, Mohammed Als 
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6. EDUCATIONAL EVENTS 

6.1.  CSCHE CONFERENCE – OCTOBER 4-7TH, 2015 

The LUChEC executive flew to Calgary, Alberta for the 65th Canadian Chemical Engineering 

Conference to gratefully accept the 2015 Student Chapter Merit Award. Receiving this award so 

early in the year encouraged us to continue to dedicate ourselves to providing the best experience 

to chemical engineering students at Laurentian University. 

 

LUChEC council in Calgary, Shannon McLean, Crystal Sabel, Michael Khouri,  

Jasmina Omri, Sarah Caron 

6.2.  STACK BREWERY TOUR – OCTOBER 29TH, 2015 

LUChEC and the Laurentian University Brewmasters teamed up to organize the very popular 

Sudbury Stack Brewing tour. Students learned about the brewing process and were introduced to 

the chemical processes behind batch scale beer making. Everyone who attended had a great time, 

and admitted to enjoying some Stack samplers! 20 students were in attendance. 
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LUChEC Stack Brewing Tour 2015 

6.3.  DOMTAR PAPER MILL TOUR – NOVEMBER 19TH, 2015 

A day trip was organized for 20 LUChEC students to the neighboring pulp and paper mill town of 

Espanola, ON. There, students were given a tour of the historic mill site from the outdoor storage 

facilities, the hydroelectric generator, indoor pulp drying and paper machines, and the 

environmental lab. As an added bonus, a recent Laurentian University Chemical Engineering 

graduate (and LUChEC alumni!) currently employed with Domtar assisted with the tour. Students 

were very impressed with the operations.  

6.4.  MARS CANADA INC. TOUR, NEWMARKET, ON – FEBRUARY 19TH-20TH, 2016 

LUChEC organized a two-day trip for 15 students to Newmarket, ON to visit the MARS Canada 

chocolate factory. Students were guided through the plant and saw the process from raw material 

storage, to the production lines all the way to packaging. Although the chocolate recipes were not 

revealed, students were introduced to the food industry and the processes involved in sanitization 

and demand production scheduling. All participants left the plant with a new appreciation for line 

work, and about 10 lbs of chocolate samples! We look forward to a long standing relationship with 

the Mars Canada Inc. team for future visits. 

 

LUChEC visits MARS Canada Inc., 2016 
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6.5.  GLENCORE KIDD CREEK MILL TOUR, TIMMINS, ON – FEBRUARY 23RD-24TH 2016 

A two-day trip to the Kidd Creek mine mill operations in Timmins, ON was organized with the 

MetSoc Student Chapter for chemical engineering students interested in mining and metallurgy. 

Spaces were limited to 16 students and were quickly filled.  As an added bonus, the tour was 

conducted by two recent Laurentian University Chemical Engineering graduates (and LUChEC 

Alumni!). Students were very impressed with the mine and mill operations. 

 

LUChEC visits Kidd Creek Operations, 2016 

6.6.  LINKEDIN WORKSHOP – MARCH 15TH, 2016 

LUChEC organized a LinkedIn workshop to introduce students to the importance of online 

networking. Students were guided through the process of creating and maintaining their own 

LinkedIn profile, and were given tips on how to add new connections and browse for job 

opportunities. In addition, a photographer was invited to the workshop to take professional photos 

for the students’ profiles. The workshop was open to all Laurentian students, and 16 LUChEC 

members attended the session.    

 

LUChEC LinkedIn Workshop, 2016 
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6.7.  WOMEN IN ENGINEERING OUTREACH – APRIL 21ST – 22ND 2016 

LUChEC’s female representatives organized presentations geared towards recruiting female 

highschool students in STEM subjects, with a focus on engineering. Three local high-schools were 

targeted and 28 girls participated in the workshops. Feedback received was very positive and we 

look forward to a long-standing relationship with the participating high-schools for future outreach 

events. 

7. CLUB AFFAIRS AND HEADQUARTERS 

7.1.  CONSTITUTION AMENDMENTS 

One of LUChEC’s first orders of business for the 2015-2016 academic year was to update and 

amend the chapter’s constitution to reflect the chapters current issues. The new and amended 

constitution now encompasses regulations for a broader membership base and is more relevant to 

the issues and events the Chapter currently faces. Most notably, the following amendments were 

ratified: 

 Amendments to the definition of Chapter membership, to define the responsibilities of the 

voting members and the executive board.  

 Amendments to the responsibilities of the elected roles to more clearly define the duties to 

be carried out by each position. 

 Inclusion of clear directives for replacement of executive members who must step down 

during the course of their term. 

 Inclusion of clear directives for elections and transition. 

With these amendments, the chapter can move forward and address such issues that arise in a fair 

and consistent manner.  

7.2.  CLUB ROOM UPGRADES 

Throughout the school year, many chemical engineering students spend a significant amount of 

time in the LUChEC headquarters. Whether this time is spent simply to visit, sign up for events, or 

to seek academic help, to use the computers or even just to have a quiet place to study – it is 

important that our headquarters be functional and accessible to all our members. With our 

increasing numbers, it was deemed imperative to re-organize the room in such a way as to 

maximize its use for all of our members. To this end, the council decided to alter the room 

configuration in such a way as to accommodate 25% more work spaces. The new LUChEC 

headquarters configuration is shown in the pictures below.  
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LUChEC Headquarters – view of new study area configuration 

 

LUChEC Headquarters – view of computers and study area 

In addition to providing a comfortable work space, the LUChEC headquarters also includes several 

amenities for LUChEC student members.  A games area was designated for students to unwind and 

relax. Whiteboards are available for student use, to facilitate group problem solving. A projector 

and bluetooth speakers are available for students wishing to practice presentations, and to facilitate 

events such as movie nights. A monochrome printer with paper is also available for student use. 

In terms of other educational improvements, a wifi-router was purchased and installed to provide 

consistent high quality internet access to our members. Our computers are configured with 

licenced Aspen HYSYS and Microsoft Visio installations for all students wishing to use these 

programs for design projects or simply for practice. Finally, the room still continues to be a place 

where students can socialize with fellow classmates, study and discuss questions related to 

chemical engineering with their peers. 
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7.3.  ELECTIONS FOR 2016-2017 COUNCIL – MARCH 22ND, 2016 

Elections were held for the 2016-2017 LUChEC executive council on March 22nd, 2016. Eight 

candidates were heard after a week long campaign, and the new council was determined following 

a vote by eligible voting members of LUChEC. The results of the election were revealed on the 

evening of March 22nd. The 2015-2016 LUChEC council welcomes the new council members, listed 

below:  

Position Name 
President Michael Khouri 
Vice-President Camila Valcarcel 
Secretary Marissa Greco 
Treasurer Sarah Caron 

8. LUCHEC CLUB PROMOTIONAL GEAR 

8.1. LUCHEC CLOTHING 

After much deliberation following the success of last year’s sweater sales, it was decided to re-order 

more hoodie-style sweaters for our members. This year’s re-design prominently features our logo 

and the logos of the organizations we belong to. Hoodie sales totalled 30 purchases.  

Naturally, we are proud of our field of study and encourage our members to wear their LUChEC 

hoodies at all of our public events. We are already looking forward to next year’s clothing order and 

hope to expand our range of gear to include lanyards, patches and mugs. 

 

2015-2016 LUChEC Sweaters 
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8.2.  STICKERS 

To increase our visibility and impact, LUChEC designed and printed stickers in-house to be 

distributed to our members and friends at LUChEC events. Our freshly re-designed logo was 

incorporated with catchy slogans to promote the chapter within the school and beyond. Sticker 

designs are shown below: 

 

 

 

 

LUChEC stickers, 2015-2016 
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8.3.  LUCHEC BROCHURE 

This year’s council published a welcome brochure which was distributed to all incoming Laurentian 

University Chemical Engineering students during the first week of classes. Every year, it is of 

utmost importance to welcome our first year chemical engineers to the school and make them 

aware of the chapter’s mandate and events. The brochure provides a tangible reminder to students 

to sign up for LUChEC membership in an otherwise hectic first week of school. 

9. THANK YOU 

The 2015-2016 academic year was definitely one to remember. We wish to express our thanks to 

all the students who supported us by participating in our events, volunteering their time, sharing 

their talents, and in countless other ways that made this year a success.  

As always, the chapter is a work in progress. We learned a lot about student dynamics and noted 

potential changes to be made in order to engage more students in our events to make LUChEC even 

better next year. The 2015-2016 council leaves on a high note, having accomplished what we set 

out to do. We wish the best of luck to next year’s executive members.  

We also wish to thank the MetSoc Student Chapter’s Executive council and all of our partner 

associations for collaborating with us on countless successful and fun events. 

Finally, LUChEC extends a sincere thank you to the Bharti School of Engineering and the Goodman 

School of Mines for providing us with the much needed funding for all of our educational events and 

industry tours. It is due to the support of these sponsors that we were able to provide so many 

diverse opportunities to enrich our members academic year. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

LUChEC - Laurentian University Chemical Engineering Chapter  

Fraser Auditorium Building, FA-039 

935 Ramsey Lake Road  

Sudbury, ON, P3E 2C6  

(705) 675-1151 ext. 1093  

contact@luchec.ca  

www.luchec.ca 


